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POLYVALENT  
ADAPTATIONS
projective infrastructures for sea level rise & regional migration 

Thesis Statement

As the impacts of sea level rise begin to force human populations to 
migrate to higher elevations, new infrastructures can be designed and 
constructed to meet current needs, while also providing projective 
agency capable of assisting in the aftermath of extreme weather events 
and as polyvalent spines for new settlement patterns when populations 
and individuals choose to migrate. 

Description

Sea level has the potential to rise somewhere between one and a half 
and several metres by the end of the century.  Coinciding with this, 
a two to eleven percent increase in magnitude could lead to storm 
surges of nearly fifteen metres in height.  It is not unreasonable then 
to assume that in a worst case scenario, anyone living or dependant on 
land located less than twenty metres above current sea levels is at risk. 

Tongatapu is a low lying island that has been almost completely  
manipulated by humans.  The island is home to seventy percent of 
Tonga’s one hundred thousand inhabitants and has a density of 1,275 
people per square kilometre.  With a reduction in land that could cut 
Tongatapu’s area in half, and an increasing population from foreign 
and internal sources, the population density could double this century.

The design portion of  “Polyvalent Adaptations” proposes a 
network of soft and hard infrastructures on the island of Tongatapu 
that will support and guide the inevitable process of migration.  The 
most prominent component of the design is the Vaota (or forest 
in Tongan).  Stretching the length of the island along the twenty 
metre elevation line through primarily agricultural landscapes the 
Vaota grows to become visually prominent over time, paralleling the 
increased pressures of sea level rise.  The Vaota becomes a signifier for 
new zoning, building codes, land use planning, engineering, architec-
tural and cultural polyvalent infrastructures.  These infrastructures are 
interpreted differently in each of the three main phases of migration, 
while maintaining the ability to adapt to future uncertainties.

In the first interpretation, the infrastructure is a source for the 
resources required to meet the current needs of the coastal settlements 
and increases the island’s resource independence.  This phase addresses 
issues such as water quality, water shortages, land tenure, health, 
agricultural diversification and energy.  As an investment to meet the 
present-day needs, this phase helps to justify the investment into long-
term polyvalent infrastructure.

Following a devastating extreme weather event, the infrastruc-
ture is interpreted as an emergency support system.  With the increas-
ing intensity and frequency of extreme weather events, this interpreta-
tion draws on Tonga’s long history of preparing for extreme weather 
and helps to justify investments into polyvalent infrastructure.

The final interpretation of the infrastructure is as a spine to 
allow for new settlement patterns.  When individuals, families and 
communities decide to or are forced to migrate, the infrastructure 
provides a draw which helps to guide new settlement patterns around 
it.  In a manner similar to the way previous settlements were drawn to 
their locations by natural infrastructures, resources and ecologies, new 
settlements can be drawn by constructed ones.  

The research portion of this thesis explores the issues surround-
ing sea level rise and develops the idea of Polyvalent Adaptation as 
an approach to addressing these issues.  Tonga was chosen as a test 
location, however this approach can be applied throughout the world 
in varying contexts and at various scales.

The design is presented as a narrative following a young Tongan 
named Fokai through his life in Tonga over the next several decades 
and is accompanied by drawings and diagrams.  This manner of 
presentation was selected in order to bring a large infrastructural 
project back to the human scale and to highlight the polyvalence and 
temporality of the project.
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POLYVALENT
“Having many different functions, forms or facets.”
   - Oxford English Dictionary  

ADAPTATION
“The process of change by which an organism or species becomes 
better suited to its environment.”
   - Oxford English Dictionary  1. Independence Resource 2. Emergency Response Cache 3. Spine for New Settlements
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Existing House

Fokai had just turned seventeen.  As was typical of a Saturday 
morning, he had been out fishing.  He lived with his parents and 
sister in a house on the outskirts of the capital city Nuku’alofa, 
which had a population of about thirty-thousand people.  It was 
located on the north shore of the largest of over two-hundred 
islands in Tonga. 

He had lived in the same house as long as he could remem-
ber and had grown fond of the neighbourhood and its proximity 
to the sea.  The house used to be a lot smaller, but they had built 
additions over the years.  This was home.

His mother called to him.  She needed him to buy some 
vegetables and cooking fuel.  They had a small market down the 
street, but next to the large market up in Fo’ou Mu’a there was 
a biogas-digester plant.  You could refill your tank for a fraction 
of the cost of buying imported gas.  Fo’ou Mu’a was becoming a 
popular location in the centre of the island, it was easy to get to, 
and he enjoyed the trip.   

Vaota Line

As the bus headed off through the fields Fokai could see the  
Vaota.  The government called it natural infrastructure, but it was 
basically a new forest growing across the island.   There wasn’t 
anything about the physical trees themselves that he was growing 
fond of, but it was what they signified.  

The planting of the first line of trees had taken place fol-
lowing the Tongan democratic reform of  2010.  The reform had 
been a result of riots in the 1990’s and 2000’s and increasing ten-
sions over local land tenure.  There was no more land left to fulfil 
the right of each male to receive land on their 16th birthday.  

A few months after democratic reform, increased impacts 
of climate change, in particular worsening intensity and fre-
quency of extreme weather events and rising sea levels, had led to 
Tonga becoming the first Pacific country to create a comprehen-
sive disaster risk management plan. Folded into the plan was the 
beginning framework for rethinking how the diminishing land in 
Tonga could be used to support an increasing population.

The Vaota in the distance was the beginning of this plan.  
He had been told the edge he could see followed a line twenty 
metres above the current sea level, and that it was indicative of 
land that could be inundated with sea water in the future.  This 
seemed unimaginable to Fokai.  He had never seen more than 
a two metre storm surge and sea levels had barely raised in his 
lifetime.  It was a scary thought; most of Tonga’s one-hundred-
thousand people lived below twenty metres, his own family lived 
only three-and-a-half metres above sea level.

Right now the line signified to Fokai a process of land ten-
ure reform.  It gave him hope that even though he hadn’t received 
land on his 16th birthday, that at some point in the near future 
he would.  Fokai understood it would be a long process, land 
tenure had barely changed since its inception in 1882.

2N1N N 3

Planting the Vaota

With the disaster risk management plan, the government’s 
intention was to plan for the worst case scenarios of five to ten 
metres of sea level rise and possible storm surges of more than 
ten metres.  This meant that all new infrastructure projects were 
being constructed in or above the Vaota.  In fact, there were now 
regulations as to what could be constructed and farmed above 
and below the Vaota.  

When Fokai first heard about the Vaota he was about ten, 
and it was just a few small saplings planted in a line, barely visible 
if one were not looking for it.  Over time the gaps filled in, the 
trees grew, and the depth of the forest increased.  As it became 
more visible, so too did the pressures of climate change and land 
tenure to which it was responding. 

Although the Vaota was considered federal infrastructure 
and its planting was supported by a series of nurseries, the forest 
itself was being planted by the farmers who leased the land along 
it.  By 2015, all farms through which the twenty-metre line 
passed had planted trees based on a series of rules that were laid 
out.  The trees were planted two deep and would either cut the 
property in half, or would follow the property line.

For now the government was compensating these families 
for any loss of revenue, but once land tenure changed, everyone 
would get smaller plots of land, including Fokai, and compensa-
tion would stop.  

As the bus passed through the edge of the Vaota, Fokai 
could see the next phase of the planting under way.  In its 
finished form, the Vaota would typically range from one and a 
half to three farms wide, with a series of voids defined by current 
farms.  To the left he could see small clusters of trees and shrubs 
being planted to seed the forest’s growth.  To the right a family 
was planting trees around their farm to create one of the voids.

N 5

Existing Quarry  

From the table Fokai looked out over the limestone quarry and 
the water treatment landscape that was being constructed in front 
of him.  Limestone quarries had been problematic in the past and 
were a main contributor to the contamination of the freshwater 
lens below the island, which, other than rain, was their sole 
source of fresh water.  

The limestone foundation of the island was porous, 
allowing freshwater in the lens to flow freely.  Generally, the 
four metres of fertile soils would filter any contaminants before 
they reached the lens, but the quarries had created direct access.  
In many cases abandoned quarries were being used illegally as 
garbage dumps.

The quarry in front of him was to be protected by the 
filtering edge created by the Vaota.  As the sea level rose, so too 
would the freshwater lens, filling the quarry with water and creat-
ing a natural cistern for the island, increasing the capacity of the 
lens in the process.  In the long term, grey water and rainwater 
would be collected, cleaned in the water treatment landscape and 
added to the cistern.

N 4

Fo’ou Mu’a Market

Eventually there would be a series of markets and other infra-
structure projects built in the voids protected by the Vaota, but 
the Fo’ou Mu’a Market was the first completed.  The market was 
intended to seed a new city centre for when the capital became 
uninhabitable due to sea level rise.  

The location for the Fo’ou Mu’a Market was carefully cho-
sen to reference the historic location of the Mu’a, the likely future 
location for the port, its adjacency to one of the main limestone 
mines and its closeness to the town of Pelehake.  Already several 
hundred families had moved to the area from other islands and 
from uninhabitable areas of the capital.

 The market was alive and bustling when Fokai got off the 
bus.  Whether it was the proximity to the majority of the upper 
farming areas, the public transit, or its novelty, it seemed to be 
taking off.  

He wove his way though the open market purchasing 
vegetables until he entered the concrete portion at the back that 
housed the kitchen and food stalls.  He ordered some freshly 
cooked food before returning to the square in front of the market 
to eat.

YEAR 2020 - 0.5M OF SEA LEVEL RISE

1 2 3 4 5
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Urban Lot Size = 1272 sqm
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Polyvalent Codes Below
N 6

A Coming Hurricane

It was early afternoon as Fokai drove through the front edge of 
the storm.  He had received the alert only a few hours ago on his 
phone.  “Hurricane, possibility of 10m storm surge, prepare your 
property and evacuate to the Vaota.”

He closed up the house and packed up as much as he could 
load into the car, but was not too concerned about the storm.  
Over the past eighteen years he had been in range of a storm 
surge only twice, but it had never reached his property.

In the warning message, his family had been assigned a 
room in Fo’ou Mu’a.  The warning communications and the 
room assigning were both a result of the comprehensive disaster 
risk management plan from 2010.  The building code had been 
divided into three parts, above, in and below the Vaota, and all 
the new urban houses above the Vaota had one room that could 
become a separate shelter unit for use by a family during an 
extreme weather event.  The intent was that those fleeing the area 
below the Vaota could be absorbed into the housing above the 
Vaota, whether it was just for the storm, or for a few weeks while 
they rebuilt their own house.

As the wind picked up he could see the wall of the Vaota 
looming in front of him, and even though it looked dark and 
daunting, he welcomed its presence.  The Vaota meant shelter, 
safety and supplies.

N 7

Harvesting Famine Foods

The sun was shining through the window when Fokai awoke.  
There wasn’t much to do in their one room shelter, so they all 
showered and left.  Following storms, the sheltered portion of the 
markets by the kitchens would prepare food.  It always looked a 
bit chaotic, but each kitchen had a small staff in emergencies, and 
everyone else chipped in to help them.  

There was always some food in the market root cellars and 
people would bring what they had to cover the rest.  If the storm 
was bad and days or weeks worth of food was required, there was 
usually enough that could be harvested from above the Vaota to 
replenish the stores.

When Fokai arrived with his family they were tasked with 
collecting some extra coconuts, tree bark and digging up some of 
the root vegetables that were considered famine foods.  Planted 
throughout the Vaota, each market had a map of the local area 
showing roughly where different famine foods were growing.  

Collecting, preparing and eating the famine foods was 
more of a formality and ritual than a need following most storms, 
but it was like a fire drill, ensuring that the knowledge of how to 
prepare the foods was maintained.  They were not the most pleas-
ant foods to eat, but they had the potential to be lifesaving.

With a full stomach, Fokai’s family left for their farm to 
assess the damage.

N 8

Aftermath of a Flood

It was much worse than he had ever thought possible.  It looked 
like a wall of water three metres high had come through his prop-
erty, which likely was what had happened.  The wood and thatch 
of the house was crumpled into piles and the concrete portion 
was tilted about fifteen degrees.  The solar panels were shattered 
and the water tank had fallen over.

He had repaired his house many times before due to wind 
damage, usually the thatched roof, but never was the damage this 
bad.  He had always complained about the large concrete portion 
he had been forced to build by code, but he appreciated it now. 
He could re-level it and fill in the walls within a couple of weeks 
and make it habitable again.

What worried Fokai more was the state of his farm.  When 
he first received the land he hadn’t bothered to fully follow the 
zoning which required resilient forms of farming.  Now the 
vegetable fields and orchard were in ruins and what remained 
would likely die from the salt water.  He had also started a small 
fish farm.  The fish farmed on the island were euryhaline, which 
meant they could live in fresh or salt water, and therefore were 
ideal for areas that flooded.  However, the floods had overflowed 
his tanks and most of the fish were dead on the ground.  

He would need to stabilize the farm to minimize the eco-
nomic impact another storm like this would have on his family.  
Following the zoning regulations would be his first step.
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N 9

Fo’ou Mu’a Residence

It took Fokai a couple of years to get back on his feet following 
the 2045 storm.  Over the last two years he had finally been able 
to save some money to construct a house on his new lot in Fo’ou 
Mu’a.  

The new urban lot size was less than a quarter of the one he 
had grown up on, but Tongatapu had already lost a large portion 
of its land to the rising sea, so it made sense to him.  The thing 
he was most happy about was the stability and permanence of his 
new home.  After experiencing the slow destruction of his family 
home in Nuku’alofa throughout his twenties, and the destruction 
only five years ago of the house he had built on his farm, he was 
excited by the prospect of being able to invest in a home for the 
long term.  It would be a house he could once again grow and 
build memories in; somewhere his children could hopefully call 
home for a long time.  

The smaller plot of land forced him to better organize the 
use of his land, and it also meant a closer-knit neighbourhood 
with shorter distances to most daily destinations.  Biking and 
walking had already taken over any short errands his family had.

N 10

Vaota Networks

It was a Sunday morning in June and the week long Heilala fes-
tival was coming to a close.  Fokai had planned to spend the day 
out with his family exploring some of the island’s history before 
heading to the Fo’ou Mu’a Market for the Heilala celebrations.

After breakfast they hopped on their bikes and started off 
along the bike paths through the Vaota. It was a pleasant ride 
through the cool shade of the forest, emerging occasionally to 
cross a road or a clearing.  They passed markets, schools, com-
munity centres, sports fields and historic monuments as they  
proceeded east towards the Ha’amonga ‘a Maui historic site.    

N 11

Ha’amonga ‘a Maui

Ha’amonga ‘a Maui was the most important historic site in 
Tonga; it was constructed at the east end of the island by one 
of the early Kings.  Although it was at an elevation of about 18 
metres, the Vaota had been adjusted to surround the Ha’amonga 
to protect it from the initial brute force of storms. Its location 
on the island was important to its history, and it had been agreed 
that it was more important to leave it where it was.  

Other historic sites, however, had been forced to be relo-
cated.  The Royal Tombs in Mu’a had been damaged frequently 
by storms and were in the process of being relocated into the 
Vaota.
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N 13

Heilala Celebrations

Fokai sat at a table as the afternoon festivities went on in front 
of him.  Every inch of the area seemed to be utilized, from the 
market building to the square in front of it, and even out into the 
lower field by the road.  

Fokai split the afternoon between watching the festivities 
and looking out over the water below.  The water in the quarry 
had risen almost four metres since it was first turned into a work-
ing cistern.  Water supplies had become incredibly important over 
the past few years due to a combination of the overall volume of 
the freshwater lens decreasing and as rain became unpredictable.  
The cistern provided a more reliable source of water by increasing 
the capacity of the freshwater lens in this particular location.  

The slopes down into the cistern had been made more 
gradual and were now completely established with the Vaota 
shrubs and trees.  The only exposed limestone was on the west 
and south ends of the cistern where the quarry was expanding its 
size while supplying building materials for nearby construction.

N 12

Royal Palace 

With most of Nuku’Alofa underwater, other key civic and cul-
tural places had also been relocated.  On their way back towards 
Fo’ou Mu’a, Fokai and his family stopped for a quick rest at the 
national rugby stadium.  He already had many fond memories of 
games in the new stadium, but he also longed for the one he had 
seen so many games in as a young boy.

The Royal Palace had been one of the first things to be 
moved up to the Vaota as it had been constructed originally 
right on the coast in Nuku’alofa only four metres above sea level.  
Made out of mostly wood framing, the building had been dis-
mantled and reconstructed on its new site in the Vaota in Fo’ou 
Mua.  At the time it signalled the acceptance of a gradual retreat 
from Nuku’alofa, and was meant to help fortify the Fo’ou Mua as 
the new capital.
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N 15

Retreating with Cattle

All the fields below the Vaota were required to have an egress 
route across their property for all livestock from the lowest farms 
to get up to the Vaota.  This was the route that his son would 
be taking now with the herd of cattle, leading them up to the 
protected fields in the Vaota. 

N 16

Temporary Holding

At one point the clearing was a working farm growing vegeta-
bles.  Every couple of years its crops would be destroyed as the 
fields were used to store cattle during a storm, but this was only a 
minor interruption as they could be replanted; crops grew all year 
round in Tonga and the farmer was compensated for any loss.

Gradually, however, the storms became more and more 
frequent, until about ten years ago, when there wasn’t enough 
time between storms to grow anything.  At that point the farmer 
switched to maintaining small grass paddocks to separate the 
cattle from different farms, and focused on collecting water to 
provide for the cattle during storms. 

This same transition had happened for most of the farms in 
the Vaota, and they were now considered a public service funded 
by the government.  

Fokai was chatting with the owner of the farm when his 
son came into view herding the cattle.  The two men got them 
into their paddock and then they both left for Fo’ou Mu’a to wait 
out the storm.

N 17

An Extra Room

Over the years Fokai’s children’s room had been needed by 
another family escaping the lower areas of the island. Waiting out 
the storms had become so much more pleasant in his own house 
in the city.  His children had typically slept on the couches in the 
living room for a short period of time during storms, but now 
they had all moved out and their room was vacant.  He had regis-
tered this room as being empty, and the government usually tried 
to use empty rooms first before assigning ones that were in use.

A family had stayed overnight with them this time, and as 
Fokai left in the morning for the market, he bumped into one of 
the kids in front of the house.  In the past he would have offered 
the family a meal, but recently he had been helping to teach the 
younger children how to prepare the famine foods at the market.  
He did however make sure that the family staying with him had 
everything they needed before taking off for the market.

N 18

A Reflection 

Having finished preparing the famine foods with the younger 
kids, Fokai retreated to a small hill beside the market square to eat 
some food of his own.  As he looked out over the sea of people in 
front of him his mind began to wander.  With the storm past, the 
mass of people who had retreated from the areas below the Vaota 
would soon be trickling back down to resume their daily lives.

There had been some drastic changes in his lifetime.  The 
ocean level had risen by over 8 metres, shrinking the island and 
its water supply, the population had doubled and had almost 
completely shifted where it was located, and the weather had 
become incredibly unpredictable.  There was no quick fix for 
adapting to any of these changes, it had been a long process.  
Luckily, Tonga had started to plan for it early on.

 Sometimes Fokai would try to imagine what it would have 
been like if as a nation they had not planned ahead.  Then he 
would be reminded that this was exactly what had happened to 
some of the other small island nations.  While Tonga had more or 
less successfully adapted, some were still struggling, while others 
had waited so long to respond to the challenges that they could 
afford nothing but to abandon their islands and countries.  

This thought brought him back to the scene in front of 
him.  On the surface Tonga had changed greatly, but at the same 
time the Tongan culture and traditions seemed to be rooted in 
everything.  The country was much more stable and resilient than 
it had been in a long time.

N 14

Readying for a Storm

Storm monitoring and prediction had improved greatly in Fokai’s 
lifetime.  He received today’s warning a full thirty-six hours before 
it was supposed to hit the island.  

Located close to the coast now, his farm was only about five 
metres above the current sea level, he had switched over primarily 
to fish farming and raising cattle on salt tolerant grasses.  He 
still had some fruit trees from his old orchard that were scattered 
over the property, but many of them had been ripped out of the 
ground or had died over the years.

With help from his son, Fokai boarded up his house and 
covered the fish tanks with grates to keep the fish in.  All that 
remained now was to deal with the cattle, collect any valuables 
and retreat to the Vaota.  As his son left to herd the cattle up to 
the safety of the Vaota, Fokai attached the portable photo voltaic 
trailer to the hitch and drove off.
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